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The home’s classic charm is apparent from first 
glance, with picturesque landscaping and an 
enclosed front porch with wall-to-wall windows

The lower level is an airy, sun filled space 
characterized by hardwood flooring, abundant 
windows with California shutters, and a graceful 
flow that makes day to day living feel effortless. 

Your vast, updated  kitchen will inspire moments 
of connection, with granite counter tops, a 
travertine backsplash and expansive windows with 
California shutters. A sun kissed eat in area double 
glass door walkout to the lush backyard foster a 
clear connection with nature. 

The finished lower level is a versatile space with a 
vast family room, 3-piece bathroom and laundry 
room. 

Your family will enjoy countless evenings in the 
fully fenced, private backyard. Abundant trees, a 
sprawling deck with pergola and a storage shed 
create a truly tranquil oasis. 

Located minutes from Square One Shopping 
Centre, this haven offers both serenity and 
convenience. 

In the heart of Mississauga, minutes from the City Centre sits this airy,  meticulously 
maintained family home 
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76 Open to the kitchen and dining area, the 
livingroom is a warm and tranquil space with 
hardwood flooring and a double sliding glass 
door with walkout to the sprawling deck and 
backyard. 

Decor
Decadence
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The vast, open kitchen was designed for entertaining 
with ease. A large eat-in area, granite counter tops, a 
travertine backsplash, California shutters, abundant 
natural light and a double glass door with walkout to 
yard will inspire your most ambitious culinary pursuits. 
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Open to the livingroom, the dining area was crafted with 
timeless touches for lasting elegance. Hardwood flooring, 
California shutters and a large window overlooking 
backyard  make the space feel gracious and decadent. 

A Statement 
in Style
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Timeless comfort exudes from the 
master sanctuary, with abundant 
natural light and a vast closet. 

Unparalleled
Vision
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The upper level presents 2 additional 
bedrooms with expansive windows and 
large closet spaces. 
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The finished lower level is a versatile space with a vast 
family room, 3-piece bathroom and laundry room. 

Versatility 
Defined
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The private, fully fenced backyard 
is a picturesque paradise with 
abundant trees, a sprawling deck 
with pergola and a storage shed. 
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Philip Rouse 
Sales Representative

Direct: 416-887-4711
philip@ppreteam.com

ppreteam.com

 Team in  
 Mississauga* 

 

#1
Awarded by Re/Max International for Team Sales Achievement              

CIRCLE OF
LEGENDS

*Based on independent research of TREB sales volume data over 2 million from Jan. 1, 2019 to Feb 28, 2021 for total transactions in Mississauga.         


